Utilities Kingston
It was a great pleasure to have Eldeen Pozniak as our key note speaker at our annual three day Safety
Days event, which included Utilities Kingston Staff, City of Kingston Staff and staff from over 200 local
contracting firms. Eldeen’s presentation “What is this BS, Being Safe Culture!” was nothing short of
inspiring for all of the 400 attendants. Eldeen’s presentation style had the audience laughing at one
moment and, tearing up at others, but most of all, the entire audience was engaged. After the first key
note session employees in our organization were coming back to the office and enthusiastically
encouraging others to sign up to see Eldeen’s presentation over the course of the next two days.
We at Utilities Kingston feel that Eldeen left a very positive impression regarding safety culture and
awareness to all in attendance at our three day event. Her open and engaging personality with our
attendees and their questions and comments was fantastic to see and listen to, Eldeen was very
personal, professional and most of all engaging with everyone in the audience.
Eldeen went on to further demonstrate her commitment to health and safety was not just talk, but also
action. As Eldeen stayed to watch a mock trial, a real life safety issue evolved across the street. As
members of the audience giggled at the coincidence that facts of the mock trial were unfolding for real
life out the window, Eldeen got up, and put her values into action. She was quick to reach the
employees across the street and address her concern for their safety with them. This drove home not
only that she was a great speaker but an inspiration to others.
Having Eldeen at our event was an honour and a great pleasure. We strongly encourage anyone who
gets the opportunity to see one of Eldeen’s presentations to take advantage of the great opportunity
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